For reala, [a] will denote the greatest integer in a. En will denote Euclidean n-space. In particular, for E3, we shall let p, 6, <j> denote the usual spherical coordinates where <p = 0 corresponds to the 2-axis and 0 = 0, <p = ir/2 corresponds to the x-axis.
For each positive integer n, Ln will denote Lebesgue n-dimensional measure in En.
For a subset X of the domain of a function /, we shall use f(X) to denote \y\y = f(x) for some iGY|.
Also for ACEn, x G En, we let A + x denote [a + x\a E:A}.
Definition 2.1. For 0 g 0 < 2*-, 0 á <b < ■* we let p,A denote the projection of E3 in the direction determined by 0 and <f>, namely Pt>,*(x,y,z) = (u,v), where u = x(cos 4> cos20 + sin20) + y sin 0 cos 0(cos <p -1) -z sin </> cos 0, i; = x sinô cos 0(cos<p -1) + y(cos4>sin20 + cos20) -zsin«psin0.
In terms of p9,0, we define the function gx on the set of all subsets of E3 by gx(X) = supL2(pM(X)) for X C E3. M Definition 2.2. We shall say that g is a gauge over En if g is a non-negative function defined over a class ^ of subsets of E". We shall say that the (outer) measure u is generated by the gauge g if n(X) = lim inf ( ¿g(M¿) | X C Û M" diam M¿ < r, M¿ G -^) for X C £"• r--0+ (.1 = 1 1 = 1 )
It is easy to see that if two sets are a positive distance apart, then the M-measure of the union is the sum of the individual /¿-measures and from this it follows that all Borel sets are ^-measurable. Definition 2.3. For k and n positive integers with k ^ n, let g be defined on the set of all convex open subsets of En by the formula g(X) = sup{L*(P(X)) | P is an orthogonal projection of En onto Ek\.
(Note that when k = 2, n = 3, then g agrees with the function gx defined in 2.1, while for k = 1 and arbitrary n, g(X) is the diameter of X. ) We define the Carathéodory ^-dimensional measure in E", denoted by Cn, as the measure generated by the gauge g. In particular, note that Cl = L". Also if m < n and we think of Em as imbedded in E", then for k ^ m and X C Em it is easily seen that Ckm(X) = Cn(X). Then Dx is defined to be the measure generated by the gauge g2 restricted to the sets in JCX. Definition 3.3. A subset Z of E3 will be called a cylinder if and only if Z = X X I where X C E2 and / is an interval of real numbers of positive length.
Theorem 3.4. If\>u>0, then for arbitrary X C E3, L\(X)^D"(X);
while if Z C P3 is a cylinder,
DX(Z) = D¿Z).
Proof. Since X > u, it follows that JCX C ^" (using the terminology of Definition 3.2). Hence from the definition of the measure generated by a gauge, it follows that D"(X) ^ DX(X) for any X C P3-Next, if Z is a cylinder, we may assume without loss of generality that Z = X X [0,1] where X C E2. Using the invariance of Z)x under translation and 2.2, it is easy to see that, irrespective of the LVmeasurability of Z,
Let k = \/u and T be the transformation from P3 to E3 defined by T(x, y, z)
= (x,y,kz). Then UE^ implies that T(L0GX, gz(T(U)) = k ■ g2(U), and diam T(U) ^ k ■ diam U. Now let « > 0 be arbitrary, and choose a countable covering of Z by sets U¡ G ^" with diam U¡ < t/k and
Then the sets T(Í7¿) G-^x form a countable covering of T(Z) =Xx[0,H with diam T{Ut) < t and EftiïWi)) = * • Zftd/i) < * • D"(Z) + e.
Since t was arbitrary, Dx(T(Z)) = k.D¿Z)ík.D¿Z), or DAZ) < DJLZ).
Combining with the first part of the proof yields DAZ) = DAZ).
Example 3.5. If X = j (x,y,z)\0 Sïal,0aySl,2-0), then it is easy to prove that DAX) = A, so that X ¿¿ u implies that Dx ^ D". 
Since « was arbitrary, it follows that
and letting k -> oo yields C¡(Z) í DAZ).
Combining with the fact that DAZ) ^ C¡(Z) we conclude that if 0 < X ^ 10 ~2, then DAZ) = C\(Z). By Theorem 3.4, it follows that for arbitrary X > 0, DAZ) = CUZ).
Remark 3.9. If X = 0, the measure D0 obtained is smaller than all Dx (X > 0) and also C2. An interesting question whose answer is unknown to the author is: If Z is a cylinder, does it necessarily follow that D0(Z) = Cl(Z)?
4. The construction of the set A. The operation S to be defined will be applicable to any collection of rectangles in the plane whose dimensions are in the ratio 2:1, with the longer edge horizontal. Preliminary to the definition we define certain constants. We extend the definitions to collections of rectangles in an obvious manner, that is, «(UlÄiA-USijfii}) and S*(U{fi,}) =Us*({Äi}).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Since the argument for arbitrary i is identical to that for i = 1 (except for a scale factor which cancels out in the ratio r(X)), we shall assume that \/5 ■ 10 ~6 < d ^ \/5 and divide the proof into the following four parts. We shall use the notation of Definition 4.2, with P interpreted as Aq. In addition, we shall describe those P2n where n runs from 1 to 276,394 as row a, while row ß will consist of P2n_i with n running from 1 to 276,394. Column y will consist of those Rn with n between 552,789 and 776,394, while column ô will consist of those Rn with n between 776,395 and 1,000,000. Since v > 2y/b ■ 10"6+ 2 • 10~12, it follows that X can have nonvacuous intersection with at most two P, and these P, must be of the following form: (a) Either they are two consecutive rectangles in row a or in row ß, (b) or they are two consecutive rectangles in column y or in column 6. Incase (a), consider for example P2" and R2n+2. Since the vertical support lines of the convex set X are at a distance no greater than d iS 2\/5 • 10~6 while P2n+2 is a horizontal translate of R2n by an amount greater than 2-s/5-10"6+2-10 12, it follows that X cannot intersect more than 106 rectangles in SijP^}) U<S({#2/1+2}). so that N2 ^ 106. Hence applying Proof. Because hx> h = 102 • 10 ~6, it follows that X can have nonvacuous intersection with a sequence of P, which must be of one of the following forms:
(a) Either they are a consecutive sequence of rectangles of row a or of row/?, (b) or they form a consecutive sequence of rectangles of column y or of column 5.
In either case, if X intersects two or less of the P" then «XHÍ&&2-1.
In case (a), if X intersects n > 2 of the P¿ nonvacuously, then d > (n -2) ■ (4.5)10~6+ (2.5) 10"6. Hence Proof. Taking into account the sizes of hx and ft, it is obvious that X cannot intersect nonvacuously a rectangle from either row a or row ß simultaneously with a rectangle from column y or column 5. We shall assume that X does not intersect either row a or row ß, for if it did, the argument of Part 2 would imply that r(X) > 1.
Without loss of generality, we assume that X intersects column y in j > 2 rectangles and column 5 in no more than j rectangles. Hence d must be greater than (j -1)" -10 ~6-We divide the remainder of the proof into three cases. Proof. If X intersects only row a (or row ß), the argument of Part 2 implies that r(X) St 1. If X intersects neither row a nor row ß, the last argument of Case 3, Part 3 implies that r(X) > 0.996. The remainder of the proof is divided into 3 cases. Case 1. The intersection of X and AÔ* is contained in rows a and ß.
In view of what has been proved already, we may assume that X meets row a in Na > 0 rectangles and row ß in Nß > 0 rectangles, and that Na St Nß.
In fact, we may take Na > 1. Since hn+l -hn St (4.5) • 10"6, it follows that there exists a point common to row a and X and a point common to row ß and X such that the absolute value of the difference of abscissas is no less than U(Na + Nß-2) (4.5) • 10"6 -4 • KT6) St i (Na + Nß -3) (4.5) • 10"6. since Na + Nß^ 552,788.
Case 2. X meets only one of the two rows a and ß. Again we may assume that X does not meet row ß, but does intersect row a and at least one of the two columns y and 5. Let Nv -f 1 be the smallest number n such that X meets no rectangle above the horizontal line y = nv + 10 ~6, and let N be the total number of rectangles P, that intersect X nonvacuously. If JV ^ 3990, then since d > 8927 • 10 "6 it would follow that r(X) > 1. Hence we shall assume that N > 3990. Also, we may take JV" St 0.
Let M be the largest value of n ^ 276,394 such that hn ¿, (d2 -v2N2)112. 
+ 74. To estimate £g2(tA)> it is obvious that one must first estimate £,A" which we now do. Thus If now t is restricted to be less than 10 6, then it is obvious that each Ui G -^1/2 (see Definition 3.2).
Recalling the construction of A, we see that at the ith stage of construction, 1012i copies of the collection of sets {Í7¡¡, each set being scaled down in the ratio 10~6', will suffice to cover A X [0, l]. The reason for this is that in A, there are 106' rectangles, and to cover the cylinder of unit height above one of these rectangles it is sufficient to pile 106' copies of the scaled down j Ui | one on top of the other. Observe that scaling down a set [/, in the ratio 10 ~6' has the effect of multiplying g2( t/¿) by 10 ~12', so that at the ith stage the sum of g2 values of the covering sets (each in Jtv2) is independent of i. 
